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Public Computer Science Schools
- Zvi Galil, Georgia Tech
- Bobbie Schnabel, Indiana University

Public Engineering Schools
- Richard Brown, Univ. Utah
- Jeff Vitter, Univ. Kansas (Provost)

Information Schools
- Ron Larsen, Univ. Pittsburgh

Private Computer Science Schools
- Randy Bryant, Carnegie Mellon
Possible Discussion Topics

Budgeting. How much flexibility is there in the use of allocated funds? How much negotiation can there be in (presumably) getting more?

Faculty hiring. How to get more slots. What assistance can be provided for helping with candidate’s spouse?

R&P. How to ensure that the right decisions get made. When to push for favorable decisions, and when not to.

Faculty salaries. What procedures to follow. How to get more.

Retention issues. How much can university help in defending against raids.

Conveying the needs and characteristics of computing to a non-CS dean

What should role of department chair be in fundraising & alumni relations?